2018 12th Shetland Sheepdog National -- Perth WA
July 11th & 12th July 2018
Critique - Bitches - Mrs Monica Mattfolk ( Sweden )
----------------------------------------------------------------------------CLASS 1A - BABY BITCH
1ST NR 71 -- ARAJENTO FLY ME TO THE MOON
OWNER / BREEDER MRS KC TONKIN
C:a 6 1/2 months old Puppy. Excellent type, feminine with a lovely expression, very sweet eyes, correct stop. Correct
bite. Excellent neck and topline, long well carried tail. Excellent angulation and movement with nice drive. Beautiful
sable coat and lovely temperament. I love her attitude. Very well handled
2ND NR 73 -- SUNLAND SILKEN GOWN (A1)
OWNER / BREEDER MRS S VAN DINTER
Nearly 5 months old. Excellent type, feminine with a nice expression, sweet blue eyes and correct stop. Correct bite.
Lovely neck and topline, well carried tail. Excellent angulation and movement. Beautiful blue color and a lovely
temperament. Very well handled
3RD NR 69 -- TISMAN SAYOU SAYME
OWNER / BREEDER MS D BERRYMAN
C:a 6 1/2 month old. Excellent type, feminine with a nice expression, sweet eyes, correct stop. Correct bite. Lovely neck
and topline. Well carried tail. Moves with nice drive. Lovely tricolor with nice tan……and lovely temperament. Very well
handled.
4TH NR 70 -- SHELSIAN MOONSHADDO
OWNER / BREEDER IR & CE SPANGLER
4 month old. Nice type, feminine with a nice expression, sweet eyes and correct stop. Correct bite. Nice neck and
topline . Well carried tail. Moves with nice drive. Lovely tricolor with nice tan…. Lovely temperament. Very well
handled.
5TH NR 67 -- HARTLY JEWEL OF FIRE
OWNER / BREEDER N PEARSON
3 month old. Nice type, feminine with a nice expression and sweet eyes. Nice neck and topline. Very nice angulations
and movements. Well carried tail. Nice coat and colour . Lovely temperament and attitude for her age.

MINOR BITCHES CLASS
1ST NR 76 -- WHOAMI FROM ME TO YOU
OWNER / BREEDER MISS K E POST
7 month Sable puppy girl of excellent type, very sweet expression and correct stop. Well rounded muzzle and correct
bite. Correct shoulder and a lovely neck and topline, she is very well angulated with nice bones. She moves very well
with a very nice drive. She has a beautiful coat condition. Nice temperament and very well handled.
2ND NR 80 -- ARAJENTO STEPPIN OUT IN STYLE
OWNER / BREEDER MRS KC TONKIN
8 month Sable puppy girl of very nice type with sweet expression, the stop could be better marked. Well rounded
muzzle and correct bite. Correct shoulder and a lovely neck and topline, nice angulated with nice bones. She moves
very well with a very nice drive. Beautiful coat condition. Nice temperament and very well handled.
3RD NR 77 -- SANTECHO JUST THE TICKET
OWNER / BREEDER SANTECHO KENNELS
6 month old Tricolour puppy girl of very nice type, sweet expression and correct stop. Well rounded muzzle and correct
bite. Lovely neck and topline, nice angulated with nice bones. She moves very well with a very nice drive. Very nice coat
and colour with excellent tan marking. Nice temperament and very well handled.
4TH NR 75 -- YASDNIL SPIRIT OF TH HIGHLANDS
OWNER / BREEDER J L MITCHELL
8 month old Sable puppy of nice type on the bigger size , sweet expression and correct stop. Well rounded muzzle and
correct bite. Lovely neck and topline, well angulated and nice bones. She moves very well with nice drive. Beautiful coat
condition and colour. Nice temperament and very well handled.
5TH NR 74 -- HARTLY RED CARPET RUMOURS
OWNER / BREEDER N PEARSON
9 month old sable bitch of nice type for me she is on the bigger size, with feminine expression, well set ears and sweet
eyes. Well rounded muzzle and correct bite. Lovely neck and topline. Moves very well with an nice drive. Beautiful coat
and colour. Nice temperament and very well handled.

CLASS 3A PUPPY BITCH
1ST NR 84 -- JUZVEE SERENDIPITY AT HARTLY
OWNER N PEARSON / BREEDER VR ROYSTON
11 month sable bitch of excellent type. Lovely expression, very sweet eyes and correct stop. Well rounded muzzle and
correct bite. Lovely neck and topline. Very well angulated and very nice bones. She moves very well with nice drive.
Excellent coat condition and colour. Nice temperament and very well handled.
2ND NR82 -- SHELTASTIC BLACK ICE
OWNER MS N RENWOOD / BREEDER SHELTASTIC KNLS
8 month tricolour bitch of a very nice type. Nice expression and dark sweet eyes. Well rounded muzzle and correct bite.
Lovely neck and topline. Very well angulated with nice bones. She moves with a nice drive. Nice coat and with nice tan
markings. Very well handled and nice condition. Nice temperament.
3RD NR 83 -- SHELSIAN STYLISH ACCENT
OWNER / BREEDER IR & CE SPANGLER
9 month sable bitch of nice type. Sweet eyes and nice ear set. The heed is a little bit to much at the moment. Well
rounded muzzle and correct bite. Lovely topline . Very well angulated and strong bones. She moves with a nice drive.
Lovely coat and colour. She is shown in nice condition. Very nice temperament
4TH NR 85 -- SUNLAND SHES SITTIN PRETTY
OWNER / BREEDER MRS S VAN DINTER
12 month bitch of nice type. Nice expression and correct bite, god ear set, very nice topline. Very well angulated and
nice bones. She easily moves with a nice drive. She is shown in a nice coat condition and color. Very well handled with
very nice temperament.
5TH NR 86 -- TIAKINA TAKING LIBERTIES
OWNER MISS S BLAXALL / BREEDER C WATSON
11 month Blue Merle bitch of nice type. Nice expression , sweet eyes and nice ear set. Well rounded muzzle and correct
bite. Very nice neck and topline. Very well angulated in front and behind, she moves very well in front and behind. Very
nice colour. Unfortunately she is out of coat. She has a very nice temperament and well handled.

CLASS 4A- JUNIOR BITCH
1ST NR 94 -- LIMBUNYA LADY DEMELZA
OWNER / BREEDER LIMBUNYA KNLS
12 ½ month old sable bitch of excellent type, very nice expression, very sweet eyes and lovely ear set. Well rounded
muzzle and correct bite. Excellent topline and excellent angulations in front and behind. Excellent bones to her size.
Excellent movements. She is shown in top condition. Nice temperament. Very well handled
2ND NR 91 -- YASDNIL KISS ME IN THE RAIN
OWNER / BREEDER JL MITCHELL
17 month old sable bitch of excellent type, very nice expression, sweet eyes and very nice ear set. Well rounded muzzle
and correct bite Lovely neck and topline. Excellent angulations in front and behind. Very nice movements with nice
drive, lovely coat and colour. Very well handled in a very nice condition. Nice temperament.
3RD NR 93 -- SHELSHAW SWEET N SASSY
OWNER / BREEDER MRS M BRADSHAW
15 month old sable bitch of excellent type, very nice expression, sweet eyes and nice ear set. Well rounded muzzle and
correct bite. Lovely neck but I would like the topline be more “tighten up” a bit. Very well angulations in front and
behind. Very nice movement with nice drive. Very well handled in a nice condition. Nice temperament.
4TH NR88 -- NIGHTWOOD TO THE MANOR BORN
OWNER / BREEDER MS D SIMPSON
12 month old bitch with a very nice type. Very nice expression. Nice ear set and sweet eyes. Correct bite. Lovely neck an
topline. Very well angulated in front and behind. Nice movements with nice drive. Lovely coat and colour. Very well
handled in a nice condition. Nice temperament.
5TH NR87 -- ARAJENTO HYPNOTIC JESTURE
OWNER / BREEDER MRS KC TONKIN
11 month old sable bitch on bigger size. She has a feminine sweet expression and nice ear set. Correct bite. Very nice
topline and very well angulated. Strong bones. Lovely coat and colour. Very well handled in a nice condition. Nice
temperament

CLASS 5A-INTERMEDIATE BITCH
1ST NR 98 -- LYNDREAM FLIRTING WITHTHE REST
OWNER / BREEDER MS L PEARSON
Sable bitch of excellent type and excellent expression with very sweet eyes. Very nice ear set. Correct stop and bite,
well rounded muzzle. Excellent neck and topline, excellent angulated. Lovely coat condition and colour. She moves
with an excellent drive. Very nice temperament and very well handled. I wish she was mine!
2ND NR 102-- CH BRASHELLE GALACTIC CRISIS
OWNER / BREEDER MRS R BELAK
Blue Merle bitch of excellent type. Very feminine with a very nice expression with sweet eyes. Correct stop and
well-rounded muzzle, correct bite. Very nice topline and sweep on the loin. Very well angulated. Very nice bones.
Excellent coat and colour. She moves with an excellent drive. Very nice temperament and very well handled.
3RD NR 95 -- CH SUNLAND SCOTCH N SODA
OWNER MR V HUGO / BREEDER MRS S VAN DINTER
Excellent type, feminine expression with sweet eyes, nice ear set and well rounded muzzle. Very nice topline and very
well angulated in front and behind. She moves very well with a nice drive. Beautiful coat and colour. Very nice
temperament. Very well handled.
4TH NR 99 -- TRIPHIN BREEZIN AT SANTECHO
OWNER SANTECHO KNLS / BREEDER M &B SMITH
Tricolour Bitch of an excellent type. Feminine head but a little bit hard expression. Dark eyes correct stop. Nice muzzle
and bite. Lovely topline and sweep on the loin. Beautiful coat and colour. Very well angulated. Nice bones and she
moves very well with nice drive. Nice temperament and very well handled.
5TH NR 101 -- ARAJENTO ROLL OF THE DICE
OWNER / BREEDER MRS KC TONKIN
A sable bitch of an excellent type. Feminine with nice expression and dark sweet eyes and nice ear set. Nice stop, well
rounded muzzle and correct bite. Nice topline and very well angulated in front and behind. Very nice bones.She moves
very well. Beautiful coat and colour. Nice temperament and very well handled.

CLASS 8A - LIMIT BITCH
1ST NR 104 -- GLENMIRA PERFECT POTION
OWNER / BREEDER MRS G HESKETH
A sable bitch of excellent type, with feminine expression and dark eyes. Correct stop, well rounded muzzle and correct
bite. Excellent neck and topline. Very well angulated in front and behind, very nice bones. She moves very well with
lovely drive. Lovely coat and colour. Very well handled in very nice condition.
2ND NR103 -- SHALREIGN FFANCI DRESS
OWNER / BREEDER SHALREIGN KNLS
A sable bitch of excellent type, feminine expression with nice eyes. Correct stop well rounded muzzle and correct bite.
Lovely neck and topline. Very well angulated in front and behind. Nice bones, she moves well with nice drive. Beautiful
coat and colour . Nice temperament and very well handled
3RD NR 105 -- YASDNIL WILD AND WICKED
OWNER / BREEDER J L MITCHELL
A bitch of very nice type, with an ice feminine expression but the eyes could be smaller for a sweeter expression. Well
placed stop, well rounded muzzle and correct bite. Lovely topline. nice angulated in front and behind. Lovely bones.
She moves very well. Nice coat condition. Lovely temperament. Very well handled.
4TH NR 106 -- JMELL DEJA BLUE

OWNER
BREEDER

G MELLOR & Z TAN
MR G MELLOR

A Blue Merle bitch very nice type. Sweet expression with dark eyes and correct muzzle and bite. Excellent topline, well
angulations in front and behind. Well carried tail. Well angulated in front and behind. She moves with nice drive. Her
coat has a lovely blue colour, but for the day she has dropped some of it. Very well handled. Nice temperament.
5TH NR 111 -- DONRIVER HOW SIMPLE
OWNER / BREEDER MS C MURDOCH
A sable bitch of very nice type, feminine expression, but she needs to fill it out a little. Sweet eyes, rounded muzzle and
correct bite. Lovely neck and top line. Very well angulated in front and behind. Lovely bones. Excellent coat and colour.
She moves very well. Very nice temperament and very well handled

CLASS 10A-AUSTALIAN BRED BITCH

1ST NR 116 -- CH SUNLAND STAR WITNESS
OWNER / BREEDER MRS S VAN DINTER
A sable bitch of an excellent type, feminine, with a very nice expression, ears on top, dark, sweet and well- formed
eyes, correct stop and bite. Excellent neck and topline. Well carried tail, very well angulated in front and behind and
lovely bones. Beautiful coat condition and colour. Excellent movements with a very nice drive. Excellent temperament
and very well handled.
1ST NR 117 -- CH SHELLBRAE SO WHY NOT ME

OWNERS D LEVERINGTON & J MITCHELL
BREEDER
SHELLBRAE KNLS

A shaded sable bitch of an excellent type, feminine with a very nice expression. Dark sweet eyes, very nice ear set,
correct stop and bite. Excellent neck and topline. Well carried tail, very well angulated in front and behind and very nice
bones. Beautiful coat and colour. Excellent movements, with a nice drive. Excellent temperament and very well
handled.
3RD NR 122 -- HARTLY CONSTANT COMMENT
OWNER / BREEDER N PEARSON
A sable bitch of an excellent type, on the bigger size. Feminine, with a very nice expression, dark sweet eyes, very nice
ear set, correct stop and bite. Excellent neck and topline, very well carried tail. Very well angulated in front and behind,
very nice bones. Beautiful coat and colour. Excellent movements with a nice drive. Excellent temperament and very
well handled.
4TH NR 114 -- CH SHELTASTIC SPEAK NO EVIL
OWNER / BREEDER SHELTASTIC KNLS
A shaded sable bitch of a very nice type. Feminine, with a nice expression, nice ear set, dark eyes. Correct stop and bite.
But she are slightly deep in her head. Lovely neck and topline and well carried tail. Very well angulated in front and
behind. Very nice bones. Beautiful coat and colour. Moves with nice drive in front and behind. Excellent temperament
and very well handled.
5TH NR 121 -- CH WHOAMI CANT DENY IT
OWNER / BREEDER MISS K E POST
A sable bitch of a very nice type. Femine with a nice expression, nice ear set, slightly big ears, sweet dark eyes. Correct
stop, muzzle and bite. Lovely neck, but slightly soft in topline. Well carried tail. Very nice angulation in front and behind.
Excellent bones. Beautiful coat and colour. Excellent temperament and very well handled.

CLASS 11A-AUSTALIAN OPEN BITCH
1ST NR 134 -- CH AMBERMOON COME WHAT MAY
OWNER / BREEDER C & E LUXFORD
A sable bitch of excellent type, very feminine. Beautiful expression, ears on top, very sweet eyes, correct stop, excellent
muzzle and bite. Excellent neck and topline. Long nice tail. Excellent angulations in front and behind. Very nice bones.
Lovely coat condition and colour, lovely temperament. Excellent handled and when she moves she own the ring. I wish
she was mine.
2ND NR136 -- CH GLENMIRA HOPE DIAMOND
OWNER / BREEDER
MRS G HESKETH
A shaded sable bitch of excellent type, very feminine. Very nice expression, ears on top, dark slightly big eyes. Correct
stop, well rounded muzzle and correct bite. Excellent neck and topline well carried tail. Excellent angulations in front
and behind. Very nice bones. Lovely coat condition and colour, lovely temperament. Excellent handled and she moves
very well.
3RD NR 137 -- CH RONASHILL TRICKY BUSINESS
OWNER MRS R BELAK / BREEDER MR V HUGO
A blue merle bitch of excellent type very feminine, with a very nice expression, well-placed ears, well rounded muzzle
and correct bite. Lovely neck and top line, well carried tail. Slightly step and short upper arm, nice angulation behind.
Very nice bones. Excellent coat condition and nice colour. She moves very well. Excellent handled. Lovely temperament.
4TH NR 126 -- CH ARAJENTO RAISE THE TEMPO
OWNER / BREEDER MRS KC TONKIN
A sable bitch of excellent type, very feminine with a very nice expression, dark eyes, correct stop, well rounded muzzle
and correct bite. Lovely neck and top line and well carried tail. Very nice bone, slightly step and short upper arm, nice
angulation behind. She moves very well. Very nice coat condition. Lovely temperament and excellent handled.
5TH NR 128 -- CH SUNLAND SHES ALL SHOW ( AI )
OWNER / BREEDER MRS S VAN DINTER
A sable bitch of excellent type, very feminine , sweet eyes, correct stop and well rounded muzzle and correct bite. Nice
ear set. Dark sweet eyes. Nice topline and well carried tail. Very nice angulations in front and behind. She moves very
well. She is shown in very nice coat condition and nice colour. Excellent handled.

CLASS 12A – VETERAN BITCHES
1ST NR139 -- SUP CH AMBERMOON MOMENT LIKE THIS
OWNER / BREEDER C & E LUXFORD
A 10 year old Lady in excellent condition. Very feminine with a very nice expression with sweet eyes, nice ear set, well
rounded muzzle and correct bite. Beautiful topline with well carried tail. Excellent angulated and nice bones. She still
moves with an excellent drive. Beautiful coat. Congratulations to the owner to such a pretty veteran lady.

2ND NR142 -- SUP CH ARAJENTO RAISING HELL
OWNER / BREEDER MRS KC TONKIN
An 8 1/2 year old Lady in very nice condition. Very feminine with a nice expression and nice ear set, well rounded
muzzle and correct bite. Very nice topline with well carried tail. Very nice angulated and nice bone. She moves with an
excellent drive. She is missing some coat for the day. Congratulation to the owner to such a nice veteran lady.

3RD NR141 -- CH SUNLAND SHES TAILRD MADE
OWNER / BREEDER MRS S VAN DINTER
An 11 year old lady in very nice condition. Very feminine with a nice expression and nice ear set, well rounded muzzle
and correct bite. Nice topline with well carried tale. Nice bones, very nice angulated. She moves with an excellent drive
for her age. She is missing some coat for the day.Congratulations to the owner to such a nice veteran lady

CLASS 18A – OPEN NEUTER BITCH
1ST NR 147 -- NEUTER CH NIGHTWOOD I GOT BLING
OWNER / BREEDER MS D SIMPSON
A sable bitch of excellent type with feminine expression, dark sweet eyes. Correct stop, well rounded muzzle and
correct bite. Excellent topline, correct carried tail. Very well angulated and lovely bones. Beautiful coat and colour.
Excellent drive and in a very nice condition. Lovely temperament. Very nice handled.
2ND NR 145 -- CH NEUTER & CH LURIKEEN LITTLE MISS NORTI

OWNER / BREEDER J HARRIS & A STANTON
A sable bitch of excellent type with a feminine expression, dark eyes. Correct stop, well rounded muzzle and correct
bite. Lovely neck and topline, correct carried tail. Very well angulated and lovely bones. Lovely coat and colour. Very
nice drive and very nice condition. Very nice handled with nice temperament.
3RD NR 148 -- SHELTAIRE DON’T DREAM ITS OVER
OWNER / BREEDER MISS E AYRE
A sable bitch of excellent type, nice expression, dark sweet eyes. Well rounded muzzle and correct bite. Very nice
topline and tail set. Very well angulated and nice bones. Lovely coat and colour. Free movement in front and behind.
Very nice handled with nice temperament.
4TH NR 146 -- WHOAMI BUT DA PRINCESS
OWNER / BREEDER MISS K E POST
A sable bitch, nice type with a feminine expression, nice stop. Well-rounded muzzle and correct bite. Sweet eyes, nice
stop, well rounded muzzle and correct bite. Lovely topline and tail set. Very well angulated and nice bones. Lovely
colour , but she has dropped her coat. Nice movements. Very well handled with a nice temperament.

